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These crystal color desk chair mats won't chip or curl and are non-flammable. Designed with a gripper backing, 

our desk mats are made to stay put on carpeted surface floors. 

 

Our anti-static desk mats help protect users and sensitive electronic equipment (including computers, copiers, 

printers, servers, etc.) from electrical shocks that can be generated while seated at one's desk. Please note that 

these mats will NOT protect against a static discharge after walking around and then stepping on the chair mat; 

it will only help prevent charges from being built up initially while seated. 

 

• Desk chair mats have crystal color clarity 

 

• *LIFETIME WARRANTY on all Chair Mats against cracks due to normal wear and tear. 

 

• Desk chair mats are 0.145" (145 mil or approx 1/7") thick and work well on any carpeted surface. 

 

• Custom chair mat shapes and sizes available. Please call for more information. 

 

• NOTE: A "lip" is defined as a protrusion or extension from the edge of the mat. The lip protects the floor 

under the desk where the chair may roll if scooted all the way in. Both pictures to the left have a lip. 

 

• NOTE: Chair Mats with a lip are listed using the overall size of the mat including the lip; thus, the rectangular 

portion of the mat is smaller than the corresponding size listed. 

 

Item No: CMAS 



 

 

Standard Sizes (Approximate) 

Size Qty. 1 Qty. 2-10 Qty. 11-25 Qty. 26+ 

36" x 48" - no lip $107.80 $105.96 $105.56 $104.44 

45" x 53" - lip $133.00 $131.92 $129.88 $128.48 

45" x 53" - no lip $140.68 $138.88 $136.56 $135.32 

46" x 60" - lip $191.65 $189.76 $187.68 $186.12 

46" x 60" - no lip $199.03 $197.80 $195.72 $194.44 

48" x 72" - no lip $238.80 $236.60 $234.40 $233.32 

48" x 96" - no lip $302.50 $300.80 $298.24 $297.72 

60" x 60" - no lip $286.43 $284.80 $282.24 $281.12 

60" x 72" - no lip $308.98 $306.88 $304.72 $303.36 

60" x 96" - no lip $391.45 $389.88 $387.60 $386.56 

 

Standard Colors 

 
      Clear 

 


